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EXPANSIVITY FOR OPTICAL HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS WITH
TWO DEGREES OF FREEDOM

GABRJEL P. PATERNAIN AND MIGUEL PATERNAIN

ABSTRACT. Let H be an optical Hamilt.onian on T"" M where M ia a compact
oriented surface. Let, h be the maximum of H over the zero seetion of T"" M. We
show that if the Hamiltonian ftow of H is expansive on the compaet. regular energy
level H- 1(a), then there are no conjugate point.s provided er > h. We also show
that if H is symmet.ric and (J' < h then the Hamil tonian ftow of H on H -1 (er) cannot
be expansive.

1. Intr'Oduction

A flow ePt : X ~ X on a conlpact metric space (X, d) is said to be expansive if
given € > 0 there exist~ {) > 0 such that if there is an homeomorphisIll T : R ---+ R,
7(0) = 0, such that

d( eP-r(t) (y), <Pt (x)) < {)
then y = ePt(x) where I [I< €. Anosov flows and suspension of Pseudo-Anosov maps
are expanSIve.

In [10) the second author showed that if M is a dosed riemannian 8urface whose
geodesic flow is expansive, then M has no conjugate points and hence all expansive
geodesie fiows are topologically equivalellt. In this note we announce Cl. generalization
of these results to the wider open dass of optical Hamiltonians aDd we give outlines
of the proofs.

Let M be a dosed oriellted surface aDel let H : T* M ~ R be a smooth Hanültonian
with associated Halniltonian flow ePt. We will say that H is optical or convex (cf.[lJ)
if for each q E M the function H(q, .) regardeel as a function on the linear space Tq* M
has positive definite Hessiallj equivalently the second fibre derivative D}H is positive
definite. Let a be a regular value of Hand let L;u = H-1(a). It i8 weIl known that
ePt leaves ~u invariant. Let h be the InaxinHlIll of H over the zero section of T*M.

Let 1r : T* M ~ M be the canonical projection. For s E (-€, €) consider a curve
s ---+])3 E Tq*M with 1'0 E Eu. Let Y(t) be the variational field

d
Y(t) = -, Is;;;;o 1r 0 ePt(P3)'

(8
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We will say that 2:0' has 110 conjugate points if for a11 fields Y as above we have that
Y(t) f 0 for all t f O.

Theorem 1.1. Let M be a closed oriented sur/ace and let H be an optical Hantilto
nian on T*M. Suppose <Pt is expansive on the c01npact energy level 2:0" Then 2:0' has
no conjugate points provided (J' > h.

The Haluiltonian H is said to be sYllunetric if it is invariant undel' the involution
(q,])) ---+ (q, -p). The following theorenl describes the situation when Cf < h under
the adclitional assulllption of sYlunletry (note that (J' = h is not a regular value of H).

Theorem 1.2. Let M be a c!osel[ o1-iented sur/a.ce and let H be an optical symmetrie
Ham.iltonian on T* ~1. Then i/ a < h the Ha1niltonian flow 1>t on ~O' cannot be
expans1ve.

We are very grateful to Ricardo Mane for his generous help and for encouraging us
to write this work. We are also grateful to Marco Brunella anel to the participants of
the Dynanücal Systellls Senlinar at Montevideo for ntllUerous eonversations.

2. Sketches 0/ proo/s

We start by describing a few itnportant facts about expansive flows. Let X be a
closed oriented 3-manifold endowed with a rienul.nnian 111etric. Let <Pt : X ---+ X be
an expansive snl00th flow with associated vector field W. Suppose W(x) f:. 0 for all
x E X. Define

H((x) = {eXIJxv: 11 viI< f an.tl < W(x),v >= O}.

It is easy to see that <Pt is expansive if there exists 0 < Q' < € so that if there is a
snlooth increasing surjective function Tx,y : R ---+ R, Tx,y(O) = 0 for which

for a11 t E R then x = y.
For 8 < a clefine the stable set .)6(:E) as

Ss(x) = {y E Hs(x): <Pt(Y) E Hs(<p':l:,II(t)(x)) for t 2:: 0

f01' same increasing s717']ective /unction Tx,y : R+ ---+ R+}.

Analogously for t :::; 0 we define the unstable set Us(x).

Definition 2.1. We say that x E X has a Ioea.l product strueture if thel'e exists a
hOllleolllorphislll of R 2 onto an open neighborhood of x in Ha(x) that maps horizontal
(vertical) lines onto open subsets of loeal stable (unstable) sets.

The main consequence of expansivity is the following proposition which is proved
in [lI} (see [8} for the cliscrete version).

Proposition 2.2. Except /or a finite number 0/ periodic orbits, whose points we caU
singular, every point 0/ X has a local product stnteture. I/ x is a singular point, S's( x)
is the union 0/1" ares, 1" 2:: 3, that only n~eet at :r..
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In what follows, lenlmas 2.3, 2.6 and 2.7 are dne to Marco Brunella and are bor
rowed fron1 the paper [2] in which he classifies all expansive flows on Seifert manifolds
and torus bundles.

Lemma 2.3. There is 11,0 periodic orbit 0/ tPt belonging to a homotopy class which is
a central element O/7rl(X),

Proof: Is an addaptatioll of Lenu11a 2.4 in [:3] to the expansive case; this addaptation
is possible on acconnt of results in [7, 11]. 0

Remark 2.4. A periodic orbit is not null-hornotopic.

Suppose from now on that X is a circle bundle over an oriented surface M.

Corollary 2.5. A periorlic orbit 0/ tPt is not homotopic to a circle 0/ the fibration.

P1'oof: The fundamental group of a fibre is central in 7rl (X) (cf. [6]). 0

Now let weM be a sin1ple closed curve not null-homotopic and disjoint from the
projection of the singular orbits. Denote by T; the incolnpressible torus 7r-

1
(w) C X,

where 7r : X -+ M is the fibration tl1ap. The following letntna is straightforwarel:

Lemma 2.6. If I C X is a simple closed C1l.rve such that for (LU weM as above I
is h01notopic to a CUTve which does not inte1'seet T;J then 7r 0 I is null-hoTnotopic.

Now let S denote the set of singular orbits of tPt.

Lemma 2.7. The set S is empty.

Proof: Assun1e that S is not etnpty. Let, c S be a singular orbit of tPt and
let weM be any closed curve as before. Let us elisjoin / anel T~ and thus obtain
a cOlltradictioll to Corollary 2.5 and Lenul1a 2.6. First we put (as in [11, 7] by
techniqnes of [13, 5]) T; in general position with respect to the stable foliation. By
this procedure, the stable foliatioll induces a 1-dilnensional foliation on T~ whose
singularities are centers and saddles due to the tangencies, and a finite number of
prongs dne to the transverse intersection of T~ anel S. This can be done in such
a way that the only connection between these eleluents are saddle seH-connections
([7, 11]). A c0111binatorial argument as in [12] shows that the number of centers is
less than or equal than the number of self-connected saddles and this, in turn implies
-via the Poincare-Hopf forrnula- that there are no prongs and consequently that T:,
does not intersect S: a contradiction. 0

We are now ready to sketch the proof of the theorerns.

Proof oE Theol'ern 1.1: Since (j > h then ~(T adll1its a fibration by circles where
the circles are just Tq* M n ~(T. By Proposition 2.2 and LernIna 2.7 the stable sets
give rise to a continuous foliation on ~(T without singularities (in [10] the symmetry
of the riell1annian 111etric was heavily used Lo show the absence of singular orbits; as
Lemma 2.7 shows, the synul1etry is in fact not needed). Hence we cau attach to each
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eontinuous closed eurve 0' : SI -t Ea an index, ind 0', just as it was done in [10]
for the geodesic flow ease (this definition of the index is inspired by Maiie's pa.per (9]
and is a eontinuous version of the Maslov-Arnolel index). This index is roughly the
winding nUIl1ber of the stable foliation aronnd 0' anel its basic properties are (the last
two properties depend strongly on the fact that H is optical):

• It is invariant under homotopies
• If 0' is a doseel orbit of <Pt then ind Q' ;::: O.
• If 0' is a closeel orbit of <Pt then ind Cl' > 0 if and only 1r 0 Q' has conjugate points

within olle period.

Since H is convex on each fibre anel (J > h we cau assurne without loss of gener
ality that H is the HaIniltonian corresponding to CL Finsler metric. Suppose :Eu has
conjugate points. Since the dosed orbits of tPt are dense we ean find a dosed orbit 0:'

such that 7f 0 0:' possesses conjugate points and thus positive index. Let us eonsider
the homotopy dass [1r 0 0] anel observe that it is not trivial (cf. Remark 2.4 and
Corollary 2.5). Hence on aeconnt of Morse theory we ean find an orbit ß of <Pt so that
1r 0 ß is honlotopic to 1r 0 0:' anel it I11ininüzes the length in its homotopy dass. By
the Morse index theorem 1r 0 ß has 110 eonjugate points within one period a.nel thus
ind ß = O. But this is CL contradiction beeause ind ß = ind 0 > 0 sinee 0 anel ß are
homotopie. 0

Proof of TlleOren] 1.2: Since H is convex anel symmetrie if (J < h there exists [4,
Theorem A'] a break orbit in :Ea; that is, an orbit of tPt whose projection eonnects
boundary points of ?rEu but otherwise runs through the interior. But such an orbit
is eontractible within Eu which contradicts Remark 2.4. 0
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